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I Long shutdown 2 (2019–2021):
L = 2× 1034 cm−2s−1 for the entirety
Run-3

I Long shutdown 3 (2025–2027):
L = 2×1034 −→ 5 to 7.5×1034 cm−2s−1

I Such an intense environment presents
challenges for the experiments that use the
collisions provided by the LHC.

I During long shutdown 2, improvements –
called Phase-1 upgrades – to the ATLAS
detector are ongoing.
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ATLAS Muon Spectrometer and High Luminosity
I At high luminosities, the trigger rate would

exceed the readout bandwidth of the ATLAS
data acquisition system.

I In the end-caps, most “muons” firing the
trigger would in fact be background hits from
particles created in the material between the
inner and middle stations.

I To solve this problem, the plan is to use the
inner station to distinguish muons from these
fake “muons”.

I The current small wheel is unable to perform
tracking efficiently.

ATLAS NSW TDR
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The ATLAS New Small Wheel
I The New Small Wheel (NSW) will use two different gas detector technologies: sTGCs

primarily for triggering and Micromegas (MM) primarily for precision tracking.

Design/Requirements:

I Substantially reduce the fakes trigger rate at L1;
I Reconstruct online muon tracks with 95% efficiency;
I Excellent spatial and angular resolutions: < 50 µm

for offline momentum reconstruction and < 1 mrad
for online matching with Big Wheel;

I Operate for the entirety of the HL-LHC.

I. Alignment Bars 
A. Overview

B. NSW and Endcap Alignment

C. Preparation & Commissioning

D. Current Bar Positions & Status

II. Chamber Alignment
A. Overview

B. Light Injectors & Fibers

III. Data Acquisition & Electronics
A. Data Acquisition

B. Clearing Alignment Corridors

IV. Alignment Reconstruction
A. NSW-A Small Sector Positions

B. Alignment Corrections in Software

V. Summary

Outline

Camila Pazos – Brandeis University 23-June-2021

I Canada is contributing to the construction of 54 (of 216) sTGC modules (“quadruplets”).
I Other sTGC construction site countries are Chile, China, Israel, and Russia.
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Small-Strip Thin Gap Chamber Technology
sTGC Chambers:

I Multiwire ionization chambers operated with a
pentane-CO2 gas mixture;

I Operating voltage of 2.8 kV.
Wires:

I Acting as our anode, wires provides a coarse
measurement of the trajectory in the φ- or
azimuthal-direction.

I Sandwiched between two cathode planes with
a distance of 1.4 mm between the anode and
cathode.

Strips:
I On one of the cathode planes, strips have a

pitch of 3.2 mm;
I Used to provide precision measurements of

muon trajectory in the η-direction.
Pads:

I On the other cathode plane are pads, which are
used to trigger readout of the strip in a localized
region of the detector.

−→ Each quadruplet module consists of 4 pad-wire-
strip planes.

Small-Strip Thin Gap Chambers Auriane Canesse

1. Introduction

The ATLAS [1] New Small Wheels (NSW) will replace the current first station of the ATLAS
muon end-cap system [2]. They are designed to provide a ⇠7 fold increase in rejection rate for fake
muon triggers and an improved muon momentum measurement at the High-Luminosity LHC (HL-
LHC). The NSW exploit two detector technologies: the Micromegas (MM) detectors [3] optimized
for precision tracking and the small-strip Thin Gap Chambers (sTGC) [4] optimized for triggering.
One wheel is made of 16 sectors and each sector is composed of two sTGC wedges and one MM
double-wedge as shown in Figure 1. The sTGC wedges are made of three quadruplets modules,
each composed of four sTGC layers.

Small-strip Thin Gap Chambers are multiwire ionization chambers operated in quasi-saturated
mode. Each layer is made of segmented cathodes and anode wires (see Figure 2). One cathode is
divided into large pads used for triggering: a 3-out-of-4 coincidence within a quadruplet (4 layers)
is required. The other cathode is divided into strips with a 3.2 mm pitch for precision muon track
reconstruction in the [ direction. The sTGC are operated at a voltage of 2.8 kV with a 55:45 gas
mixture of CO2 and n-pentane. Track segments are reconstructed from charge clusters of typically
3 to 5 strips. The cluster centroid position is obtained from a Gaussian fit of the strip pulse height
distribution.

Figure 1: Schematic diagram showing the location
of sTGC on the NSW and within the ATLAS detector.

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of a sTGC [2].

2. Spatial resolution measurements

Cosmic rays study: The spatial resolution of a 40x60 cm2 sTGC quadruplet prototype equipped
with prototype front-end readout electronics was measured using cosmic rays. Scintillator detector
planes were used to provide a trigger signal [5]. To measure the prototype’s spatial resolution, track
segments were reconstructed using hits from 3 and from all 4 layers. Inclusive and exclusive track
fit residuals were obtained after correcting for inter-layer misalignment. The spatial resolution is
obtained from the geometric mean of the inclusive and exclusive residual distributions widths. The
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• sTGC readout pads are staggered between layers and define 
areas called ”logical pads”.

• Logical pads cover a band of ~13 strips.
• Strip readout triggered if hit on 3-out-of-4 pad layers of a 

quadruplet. 

12

small-strip Thin Gap Chamber
Online trigger track reconstruction

ATLAS Muon Phase-I Upgrade 
CIPANP18Benoit Lefebvre

2016 JINST 11 C01083

Figure 3. sTGC detector structure (a), readout strips and pads arrangement in a quadruplet (b) and illustration
of segment reconstruction with eight sTGC strip planes (c).

two ART ASICs per card, transmits first hit strip addresses using optical fibers to the MM trigger
processor of a specific NSW sector.

The basic principle of the MM trigger algorithm for segment reconstruction can be explained
with figure 4(c). Hit strip addresses from a certain detector plane are first translated into slopes
of infinite momentum tracks from the IP to those hit positions using LUTs. The entire ⌘ range
covered by the NSW is divided into a number (N) of slope roads. Each slope road represents a
range of acceptable slopes for straight tracks coming from IP to that subdivided ⌘ range. Slopes
converted from strip addresses are then stored in a ring bu�er with N(slope roads) ⇥ 8(strip planes)
⇥ T(bunch crossings). The bu�er is checked every bunch crossing and a segment candidate is
defined as a multiple layer coincidence within a slope road. The algorithm enables the trigger to
be resilient to backgrounds originating far from the IP. Once a segment candidate is found, slopes
from individual planes are sent to “slope fitter" logic where the so called global slopes and local
slopes are calculated. The global slope is a slope derived from the mean position of all hits in a
strip plane category (horizontal or stereo) and the location of the IP. The local slope, only calculated
for horizontal planes, is the least square fit of all hits in horizontal planes to a single line. It
represents the segment pointing within the NSW and is independent of the IP location. Finally,
taking geometric relationship among MM detectors, IP, and Big Wheel RoIs into consideration, �✓
and the projection on Big Wheel RoI are calculated using global and local slopes. Calculations
and fitting solutions are pre-stored in LUTs and pre-loaded into processing FPGAs for fast segment
reconstruction.

3.3 Trigger processor hardware platform

Each of the sTGC and MM trigger processors per NSW sector will be implemented in one of two
FPGAs (Xilinx Virtex-7 XC7VX690T) [19] on an ATCA-based Mezzanine Card [20]. Two ATCA
mezzanine cards will be hosted by a single ATCA carrier card and serve a NSW octant. Each ATCA
mezzanine card has high speed optical receivers to accept 64 fiber inputs from 16 detector planes of
a NSW sector. Due to the mismatch between NSW and Big Wheel trigger segmentations, multiple

– 6 –

Fig: L. Guan
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The Canadian sTGC Construction Project
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ConstructionConstruction
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QA/QC
Quality assurance / quality control tests are per-
formed throughout the construction process. Tests
include:

I High voltage tests at the singlet, doublet,
quadruplet stages to check for sparks, shorts,
and leakage currents;

I X-ray scans to measure gain uniformity of
single gaps and to probe internal structure;

I Electrical connectivity checks of the readout
channels;

I Gas leakage checks to ensure no leaks, e.g.
from a crack, are present;

I Readout noise using prototype front-end
boards;

I Cosmics testing to measure efficiency and
resolution of finished quadruplets, and the
relative misalignment of individual gaps. NSW Public Results

−→ Detectors that pass all tests are shipped to CERN where they are assembled into wedges
then sectors to be installed into the NSW.
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Canadian Production
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sTGC Performance
CERN Test Beam:

I Pad charge distribution
studies at H8 beam-test
area (top left).

I Pad charge distribution
studies in GIF++ using a
muon beam in the presence
of high rate photon
background (top right).

I Residual distributions of
reconstructed perpendicular
tracks (bottom left). For
more details, see poster by
Lia Formenti.

I In-situ measurement of the
sTGC strip spatial resolution
as a function of the applied
high-voltage using a
low-rate muon beam in the
H8 beam-test area (bottom
right). NSW Public Results
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Sector Installation and Commissioning
I Construction of sTGC and Micromegas modules for both NSW-A and C is nearing

completion.
I Sector assembly, installation, and commissioning well underway (with major contributions

from Canadians).

Sector Type Date of installation Commissioning status

A14 Small 11/12/2020 Ongoing

A12 Small 16/12/2020 Complete

A16 Small 11/01/2021 Complete

A10 Small 17/12/2020 Complete

A08 Small 18/01/2021 Complete

A02 Small 25/01/2021 Complete

A06 Small 11/09/2020 Complete

A04 Small 08/02/2021 Complete

A13 Large 27/04/2021 Complete

A11 Large 19/04/2021 Complete

A15 Large 13/05/2021 Complete

A09 Large 05/05/2021 Ongoing

A01 Large 19/05/2021 Ongoing

A07 Large 25/05/2021 To be started

A03 Large 26/05/2021 To be started

A05 Large 28/05/2021 To be started
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A. Overview
B. NSW and Endcap Alignment
C. Preparation & Commissioning
D. Current Bar Positions & Status

II. Chamber Alignment
A. Overview
B. Light Injectors & Fibers
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B. Clearing Alignment Corridors
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A. NSW-A Small Sector Positions
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Outline
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Commissioning of NSW-A ex-
pected to be completed by
June 17.
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Conclusions
I Inclusion of the NSW into the

ATLAS detector is imperative in
order to maintain high trigger
efficiency and momentum
resolution in the high luminosity
environment of the LHC and
HL-LHC for years to come.

I Production of both sTGC and
Micromegas modules is nearly
complete while sector assembly
at CERN has kept pace.

Overview

�2

Side A

Last large sector installed on May 28th
A-plate installation done on May 27th
Services ongoing on sectors 7, 5 & 3  

Side C

C10, C12, C14 installed 
MM and sTGC gas setup is ready
Connectorization of the BC cables ongoing
Fiber mapping checks ongoing
Preparation of the ICS LV connectors ongoing
First checks on sectors C12, C14 (gas leak, 
connectivity)

I Canada has played a key role in the NSW project, from construction of sTGC modules to
contributing to vital NSW operations at CERN.

Status of NSW-A:
I All 8 small sectors installed; all 8 large

sectors installed.
I Commissioning well underway.
I Expected to be completed by 29/07/2021.
I NEWS: ATLAS has given the green light

for installation.

Status of NSW-C:
I Three small sectors installed; large

sectors yet to be assembled.
I With the experience gained from NSW-A,

commissioning expected to be
streamlined.

I Must be completed by 21/10/2021 to be
installed during this shutdown.
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